Meet the PFAMILY!
Anne, John, and Jamie

Who we are: Your Pfaculty Dean family

What we do: ensure Pfoho stays the best House on campus, spearhead activities and programming for the house as a whole, and act as a resource and support for all of you, in coordination with Monique

Fun Fact: Jamie’s older brother, Robbie, is a professional rally car navigator, who drives with Travis Pastrana
Monique Roy (and Julia Patten)

What we do: Monique is Pfoho’s Allston Burr Resident Dean and a Lecturer in French and Julia is an architect.

Monique’s role in Pfoho: I’m here to help with anything on your mind – academic and otherwise! Don’t hesitate to reach out!

Fun Facts: Monique is the oldest of six kids and Julia is an only child.
Abby, Sue & Mario

Who we are: the House staff in the front office

What we do:
Sue is the House Administrator who looks after room assignments, reservations, special events and general running of the House;
Mario is the Building Manager who keeps the buildings and grounds running and deals with all maintenance.
Abby is the Academic Coordinator who works with Monique to ensure all of you stay on course academically.

Fun Fact: There are currently no fewer than six stuffed polar bears in the House office. And all of them have names!
Who We Are:
Your elected student reps in Pfoho

What We Do:
Help coordinate activities for Pfohomies, including pformals, steins, pfortunas, outings, and more.

(Fun) Fact:
We are the best student org on campus!
Who we are
Pfoho Elves :D

What we do
Make fooooooooooood! (also knit scarves, fill chimneys, ride sleighs, ice skate)

Fun Facts about us
None of us drink coffee
Perry Choi

Who I am:
Korean-Californian, aspiring cardiac surgeon, musician/composer, cook, language learner

What I tutor:
Pre-med, Chem/Neuro

Fun Fact:
I was asked “Are you a junior?” 9 times last year
Keith Crouch

Who I am  Aspiring chocolate maker, indoor gardener, favorite chew toy of Sam the Cat

What I do  Full stack lead engineer at federally funded R&D center: collaboration systems, computational linguistics, classifier pipelines

Fun Fact
When not obsessing over chocolate recipes or Starfinder (who wants to play D&D in space?), you can find me playing LoL- ARAMs only. What's your summoner name?
Mureji Fatunde

What I do: PhD student in Operations/Supply Chain Management at MIT

What I tutor: Business, Economics, Engineering, Fellowships, CARE, first-gen

Fun Fact: I am ALWAYS cold!
Who I am  A student of comparative religion, folklore, and South Park studies.

What I tutor  Fellowships, writing, humanities.

Fun Fact  I once wrestled a polar bear. It hurled me into the sky, where I remained trapped for 40 years.
WHO I AM
M.D. Student, from Karachi, Pakistan
Harvard 2015

WHAT I DO
Avoid major life decisions as long as possible
(premed, wellness)

FUN FACT
I have two chins
Elaine Kristant

Who I am: Mechanical Engineer in the Active Learning Labs at SEAS

What I Tutor: Engineering! IMs

Fun Facts: I used to make robots for a living
Who I am: PhD student in Celtic Languages and Literatures. TF in Celtic, and Folklore and Mythology

What I tutor: BGLTQ, Pfellowships, General Humanities Advising

Fun Fact: I can teach you how to say one of the world’s longest place names (a town in Wales!)

Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwlllantysiliogogogoch
ABI MARIAM

Who I am: Ph.D. Student in Sociology and Social Policy

What I tutor: Sociology Concentration Advising, Race Relations, Public Service

Fun fact: My curly hair is very versatile, I often use it as a pillow and an eye cover when I nap
KIRK MCLEOD

What I do: I’m a Ph.D Candidate in History

What I tutor: Race Relations, IM Sports, History, and French!

Fun fact: I worked for 13 years at the same summer camp... and I can juggle.
Stacy Blondin

What I Tutor:
HoCo
Wellness
Public health/nutrition
Garden

Who I am: Postdoc at Harvard School of Public Health

Fun Fact: I have an identical twin sister (yes, with the same bitmoji)
What I do
Education Technology
Head TF for USW35

What I tutor
--Sophomore Advising
--Education
--Senior Thesis

Fun Fact
I have lived in 9 U.S. States and 3 countries!
Also, I am “Mama” to this adorable tyke --->
David Mou

What I do: psychiatrist, startups

What I tutor: premed, startup and innovation

Fun Fact: I am an identical twin
Who I am: scientist, photographer

What I tutor: biology, photography

Fun Facts: I’m a certified ice diver
Simona Nedelcu

Who I am: neurology resident, scientist

What I tutor: premed, biology

Fun fact: I have 2 little ones, Fabi and Lexi, who can’t wait to meet you all!
ERIK NOOK

What I do
Clinical Psych PhD Student

What I tutor
Psychology and BGLTQ+

Fun fact
I used to have a pet squirrel named Mr. Squirrely-Whirley
Ayodeji Ogunnaike

Who I am: PhD student in Religion and African Studies

What I do: Senior Tutor, Race Relations, HoCo Soccer.

Fun Fact: I have talent for balancing things on my forehead
Who I am: PhD student in Physics at MIT

What I do: Pfellowships, Race Relations, IM’s Soccer.

Fun Fact: I once trained the birds in Lowell courtyard to come when I whistled.
James Ramsey

Who I am
Master of Divinity/JD candidate

What I tutor
Divinity/Religion, Race Relations, Music, CARE

Fun fact
My favorite animal is the majestic giraffe :)
Mike & Liza Silvestri

- Business and public policy student at HBS/HKS
- Business/Economics Tutor
- Knows the best places to eat chicken parmesan in Boston

- Former teacher & TFA alum
- Public Service and Education Tutor
- One of three girls, all of whom are within a year apart in age—no twins or triplets!
SARA TROWBRIDGE

What I do: pediatric neurologist

What I tutor: premed, neurobiology

Fun Fact: I’m married to an identical twin
Who I am: JD / MBA Student, Harvard 2014 (Economics)

What I tutor: Business, Law, Economics, Drama

Fun fact: This summer, my voice was used to record all the promos for a popular Indian reality TV show
Matt Young

Who I am
JD graduate, MD candidate

What I do
law, music, air_horn.mp3

Fun Fact
I am ... the Guinea Pig Sheriff
Who I am: Pfaculty Pfellow

What I do: Junior Fellow at the Harvard Society of Fellows and Assistant Professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education #FirstGenProf

Fun Fact:
-I’ve performed six weddings; I had 24 hours notice for the last one.

-#RavenClaw #TheBoyWhoLived
Mike & Gina Burke

Who are we: Pfaculty Pfellows
- We live on Faculty Row and you’ll see us around the Quad and D Hall
- Happy to informally advise on degree requirements, course registration, commencement

What Mike does:
- Harvard Registrar
- Harvard College Emergency Mgmt

Fun Fact:
- Mike has been to 49 states. Guess the missing one?
Mark Jordan and Bill Holden

Who we are: Resident Faculty Fellows

What we do: We host various events throughout the year, always involving food. The first event of the year, Cheese 101, is coming soon. For day jobs, Mark teaches at Harvard and Bill writes horror novels.

Fun Fact: We recently celebrated 20 years together, which is 140 in gay years.
Who we are: House Pfellows

What we do: Senior Associate Director of Athletics (Nathan) and stay-at-home mom (Michele). Nathan is a sophomore advisor and hosts the Polar Beer Homebrew Club. You can find our four young children romping around the dining hall on weekends.

Fun Fact: Nathan used to act in TV commercials during college. Michele taught elementary school for 12 years.
Welcome Pfohome!